Dartmouth Track
Prospects Excellent

Coach Hillman Figures on a Well Balanced Team Which Will Win N. E. Championships.

Harry Hillman, the Dartmouth track coach, expects to have one of the best teams under the Green this coming season that he has ever produced. It is a solid, well-rounded team that will be a squad that was broken into by graduation only to a very slight extent, and the veterans who are left are full of promise.

In the weights he claims particular strength through A. H. Tilley, the I. C. A. A. A. A. and N. E. I. A. A. record holder in the hammer throw, and H. D. Murden, who pushed him closely in every meet last year.

One of the weavers of the Green is capable of turning out a hundred more than he did last year, and there are two men from the Freshman squad of last year who should help to pull points in the dashes. Rall and Marean, brother of Franz, are very close performers over the long distances, while in Capt. Steinert, Harry Haywood of the N. Y. A. C., and Dolan of the Pastime A. C. of New York, they have a trio of star middle distance men.

Enright is usually reliable for a six-foot jumper, and in the pole vault both Buck and Wright can clear 11 feet 3 inches without difficulty. There seems to be an abundance of material for the hurdle events that should bring the balance up to a point where the New England championship should be a comparatively easy matter. The big new Gym in Hanover will prove a very valuable factor in the development of the team, for it will enable them to get to work much earlier than in former years.

Varsity Hockey

(Continued from Page 1.)

Two long sleeves permit the opera- tion of the tank, for it will enable the swimmers to get to work much earlier than in former years.

Photograph Darkroom

A very ingenious method of trans- forming an ordinary suit case into a photographic darkroom, recently used by Professor H. W. Smith, on a visit to Tahiti.

The right half is occupied by a special rubber bag supported on three sides by the sides of the suit case, and on the fourth by a brass rod, which extends over the edge of the case and is hooked into the lock. The developing tank, filled with developer, is then placed over the case and is hooked into the lock. The cover of the suit case is held up by normal to allow for rise of tempera- ture before development begins, while in this rubber bag. The object of the rubber bag is to prevent damage to plate holders that are placed in the other half of the suit case, in the event of the tank spilling over. The cover of the suit case is held up by means of a light wooden rod at each corner, and a dark bag, made of a double-fabric gossamer, with the seams vulcanized, is then placed over the whole.

Two long sleeves permit the opera- tor to transfer the plates from the holders to the tank without the neces- sity of himself being in the confines- ment of a dark room; a distinct con- version in the tropics even on the rare occasions when a dark room is available.

Lundin’s Turkish Baths $1.00.

Under the Tremont Theatre for men: 43-1 H St., Bolton street for women. Unexcelled for courteous service and comfort. Rooms $1.00 a day and up.